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Abstract

In this paper, a solution to the problem of rest-to-rest three-axis attitude reorientation of a fully actuated rigid body under
multiple attitude-constraint zones and angular velocity limits is presented. Based on the unit-quaternion parameterized
attitude-constrained zones, a quadratic potential function is developed with a global minimum locating at the desired attitude
and high potential closing to the constrained zones. In addition, to limit the magnitude of the angular velocity, another
logarithmic potential function is also designed. Using these two potential functions and sliding mode control technique, a
nonlinear attitude control law is obtained to guarantee asymptotic convergence of the closed-loop system with consideration of
attitude and angular rate constraints, and external disturbances. The effectiveness of the constrained attitude control method
is demonstrated through numerical simulation.
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1 Introduction

Rigid-body attitude control is one of the most wide-
ly studied research fields in control literature. Exten-
sive nonlinear control algorithms have been proposed for
three-axis attitude control problem of a fully actuated
rigid body, such as sliding mode control [3], [20], [26],
backstepping control [16], adaptive control [8], [25], hy-
brid control [7], and inverse optimal control [17], [21].
For the case of underactuated dynamical systems, sever-
al approaches of solving the stabilization problem have
also been developed, such as [23], [10], [1], [19], just to
name a few. Recently, multiple application-specific con-
straints in rigid-body attitude maneuver have attracted
a great deal of interest. For rigid spacecraft implemen-
tations, instruments equipped on the spacecraft are re-
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quired to point their boresight along a target direction
while keeping away from direct exposure to sunlight or
other bright objects [18]. For example, the infrared tele-
scopes may slew from one direction to another without
direct exposure to the sun vector or other infrared bright
regions in space [22]. This kind of constraint is regarded
as attitude constraint. Another constraint to be taken
into account is angular rate constraint caused by the sat-
uration limitation of low-rate gyro or mission specifica-
tion requirement. An practical example is X-Ray Tim-
ing Explorer (XTE) spacecraft that is required to ma-
neuver within the saturation limit of rate gyros [30]. In
view of these practical considerations, this paper studies
the three-axis reorientation problem of a fully actuated
rigid body subject to both of attitude and angular rate
constraints.

Methods dealing with attitude constrained rigid-body
reorientation problem can be generalized into two main
categories: path planning methods and potential func-
tion methods. In literature, several attitude path plan-
ning strategies [11], [9], [15], [6] have been developed to
find the admissible rotation trajectory. However, these
methods have a complex structure which gives rise to
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demanding computation burden [2], [18]. Potential func-
tion methods utilize the artificial potential to model the
admissible attitude path. In general, the developed ar-
tificial potential is formulated with a global attractive
minimum at the desired orientation and high potential
closing to the exclusion zones. Then, the potential func-
tion is incorporated in the attitude controller design to
stabilize the systemwhile satisfying attitude constraints.
Since this kind of approach is analytical without chang-
ing the overall structure of the attitude control software
or hardware, it is suitable for on-board computation and
provides flexible autonomous operations. In [22], the po-
tential function was formulated in the form of Gaus-
sian functions, and an attitude controller was developed
to converge the attitude without violating pre-defined
pointing constraints. However, since Euler angles were
used to represent attitude in [22], the proposed control
algorithm may suffer from singularity. In [24], an atti-
tude control law was synthesized applying the potential
function method to prevent the camera from exposing to
the Sun light directly during the slew maneuver. In [18],
a convex logarithmic barrier potential was formulated in
the unit-quaternion space, and the backstepping tech-
nique based controllers were proposed to ensure attitude
convergence and forbidden attitude avoidance. In [27], a
velocity-free attitude controller was developed for a flex-
ible spacecraft in the presence of attitude constraints.

Another challenge in practical rigid-body attitude con-
trol is the constraint on angular rate. To ensure that
angular rate is always within a pre-defined bound deter-
mined by saturation limit of rate gyros or performance
requirements, several methods have been proposed. In
[30], a quaternion feedback control law was developed for
the near-minimum-time eigenaxis reorientation problem
of the XTE spacecraft with consideration of angular ve-
locity and control torque constraints. Although this ap-
proach is commonly used in practical spacecraft mission,
a rigorous stability proof of the closed-loop system is not
given. In [5], a time-efficient angular steering law was
developed to handle several state constraints, where the
angular rate and acceleration limits were determined by
a braking curve-like angular velocity trajectory. In [12],
a robust nonlinear controller incorporating a control al-
location scheme was proposed for a rigid spacecraft un-
der angular velocity constraints and actuator saturation,
where a logarithmic barrier potential function was de-
veloped. In [13], an attitude stabilization strategy was
proposed to solve the unwinding problem for a rigid s-
pacecraft in the presence of angular velocity constraints.

In this paper, to handle attitude constraints and angular
rate limitations simultaneously in attitude maneuver, an
adaptive attitude controller based on two different po-
tential functions defined in attitude orientation and an-
gular velocity domain is presented. We prove that the
proposed attitude controller is able to achieve asymptot-
ic stabilization of the closed-loop system, while attitude
and angular velocity constraints are satisfied concurrent-

ly. The main contributions of this study are summarized
as the following three key-points:

(1) Comparing with aforementioned literatures [18],
[22], [30], [24], [27], [5], [12], [13], this study presents
a solution to deal with both attitude constraints
and angular rate limits in attitude control.

(2) A logarithmic potential function in terms of sliding
vector is first proposed, whose largest potential is
placed at the maximal angular velocity respective-
ly. Based on this potential function, angular veloci-
ty constraint is satisfied through limiting the mag-
nitude of the sliding vector.

(3) The proposed two potential functions for attitude
and angular velocity are smooth and strictly con-
vex with global minima located at the desired at-
titude and angular velocity. This ensures that at-
titude and angular velocity could be stabilized to
the global minima while avoiding multiple attitude
constrained zones and limiting the magnitude of
angular velocity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, unit-quaternion is introduced for attitude
representation, and rigid-body dynamics and modelling
of attitude-constraint zones as well as angular rate limits
are described. In Section III, two potential functions are
designed to describe the attitude constrained zones and
angular velocity limits, respectively. Then, an adaptive
attitude control law using slidingmode control technique
is developed to guarantee asymptotic stability. The sim-
ulation results are given in Section IV, followed by con-
clusions in Section V.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper, the unit-quaternion representation is used
to describe the orientation of a rigid body. The set of
unit quaternion Qu is given by

Qu = {Q = [qT q0]
T ∈ R3 ×R | qTq + q20 = 1}. (1)

where q and q0 denote the vector part and the scalar
part of a quaternion, respectively. The unit-quaternion
conjugate or inverse is defined as Q∗ = [−qT q0]

T . The
properties of quaternion can be found in [4].

2.1 Kinematics Equation

The spacecraft kinematics in terms of the unit quater-
nion is given by [28]

Q̇ =
1

2
Q⊗ ν(ω) =

1

2

[

S(q) + q0I3

−qT

]

ω (2)
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where ω ∈ R3 is the inertial angular velocity vector of
the spacecraft with respect to an inertial frame I and ex-
pressed in the body frame B, the notation “⊗” denotes
the quaternion multiplication operator, the function ν:
R3 → R4 is defined as the mapping ν(ω) = [ωT 0]T ,

and the matrix S(x) ∈ R3×3 is a skew-symmetric ma-
trix satisfying S(x)y = x×y for any vectors x,y ∈ R3,
and “×” denotes vector cross product.

Let Qd ∈ Qu denote the desired attitude. The unit-
quaternion error Qe = [qe1 qe2 qe3 qe0]

T = [qT
e qe0]

T ∈
Qu is given by Qe = Q∗

d ⊗Q = [qT
e qe0]

T . Let ωd de-
note the desired angular velocity in the desired refer-
ence frame N . Since the rest-to-rest attitude maneuver
is considered in this paper, the relative angular velocity
defined as ωe = ω−R(Qe)

Tωd is simplified to ωe = ω,
where R(Qe) is Qe related rotation matrix defined as
R(Qe) = (q2e0−qT

e qe)I3+2qeq
T
e −2qe0S(qe) [29] . Then,

the kinematics represented by unit-quaternion error is
described as [28]

Q̇e =
1

2
Qe ⊗ ν(ωe) =

1

2

[

S(qe) + qe0I3

−qT
e

]

ω. (3)

2.2 Rigid-Body Dynamics

The dynamics for the attitude motion of a rigid body is
expressed by the following equations [29]:

Jω̇ = −S(ω)Jω + τ + d (4)

where J ∈ R3×3 denotes the positive definite inerti-
a matrix of a rigid body, τ ∈ R3 denotes the control
torque about the body axes, d ∈ R3 denotes the ex-
ternal disturbances. To design the attitude controller, a
sliding vector s = [s1, s2, s3]

T ∈ R3 is given by

s = ω + kqe (5)

where k is a positive constant. Consequently, the atti-
tude dynamics in terms of the sliding vector can be writ-
ten as

Jṡ =f(ω,Qe,Q, s)− kk2q
T
e Vec[(∇V ∗

a ⊗Q)]
Γs

‖s‖2

+ τ + d (6)

where the nonlinear term f(ω,Qe) = −S(ω)Jω +
k
2 (S(qe) + qe0I3)ω + kk2q

T
e Vec[(∇V ∗

a ⊗Q)] Γs
‖s‖2 .

Assumption 1 The external disturbance d is bounded
such that ‖d‖ ≤ dmax, where dmax is a positive constant
and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.

sensitive 
instrument 

y

x

body frame 

Fig. 1. Demonstration of attitude constraint.

2.3 Attitude Constraints

Suppose a half-cone angle strictly greater than θ should
be maintained between the normalized boresight vector
y of the on-board instrument and the normalized vector
x pointing toward a certain unwanted object, as shown
in Fig. 1. This means that the cones with an apex angle
of θ emanating from the sensitive on-board instruments
should exclude the unwanted objects during the reori-
entation maneuver. When the attitude of the rigid body
is determined as Q, the new boresight vector of the in-
strument in the inertial coordinates is expressed as

yI =R(Q)T y

=(q20 − qT q)y + 2(qTy)q + 2q0(q × y) (7)

where R(Q) is a rotation matrix. Then the constraints
can be expressed by the vector dot product

x · yI < cos(θ). (8)

From (8), it is further obtained that

QT

[

xyT + yxT − (xTy)I3 y × x

(y × x)T xTy

]

Q < cos(θ). (9)

Suppose there are m on-board sensitive instruments e-
quipped on the rigid body. For the jth on-board sensi-
tive instrument, it is assumed that n constrained objec-
tives are associated with it in the rotational space. Then,
the attitude Q ∈ Qu for which the boresight vector yj

with respect to the ith unwanted object should satisfy
the following inequality

QTM
j
i Q < cos(θji ) (10)

where

M
j
i =

[

A
j
i b

j
i

b
jT
i d

j
i

]

(11)
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with

A
j
i = xiy

T
j + yjx

T
i − (xT

i yj)I3, b
j
i = yj × xi,

d
j
i = xT

i yj , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Subsequently, a subset Qj
i of Qu that represents the

possible attitude for the jth instrument with respect to
the ith unwanted object, is specified as

Qj
i = {Q ∈ Qu | QTM

j
i Q− cos θji < 0}. (12)

The angle θji is the constraint angle about the direction
of the ith object specified by xi for the jth boresight
vector yj . Without loss of generality, the domain of the

angle θji for all i and j is restricted to be (0, π).

2.4 Angular Rate Constraints

Due to the limited measurement range of the rate gyros
or specific mission requirements, constraints on angular
velocity might be required. Assuming that the angular
velocity information is available, the set of angular ve-
locity constraint is represented as

W =
{

ω ∈ R3 | |ωi| ≤ ωi,max

}

(13)

where ωi,max (i = 1, 2, 3) is the limitation of allowable
operational angular velocity for each axis.

3 Adaptive Attitude Controller Design

In this section, two potential functions for attitude-
constraint zones and angular velocity constraints are
proposed, respectively. Then, an adaptive control law
is designed to achieve asymptotic attitude stabilization
and satisfy attitude and angular velocity constraints.

3.1 Potential Function for Attitude-Constraint Zones

The potential function Va(Q): Qp → R for attitude
constrained zones, is defined as [27]

Va(Q) = ‖Qd−Q‖2
m
∑

j=1

n
∑

i=1

α

(QTM
j
i Q− cos θji )

2
(14)

where α is a positive constant, and the set Qp = {Q ∈

Qu | Q ∈ Qj
i} (i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m)

represents the possible attitudes of the rigid body on
which the boresight vector of the onboard instrument
should lie outside of the constrained zones

Lemma 1 The potential function in (14) has the follow-
ing properties:

(1) Va(Qd) = 0
(2) Va(Q) > 0, for all Q ∈ Qp\{Qd}
(3) ∇2Va(Q) > 0 is positive definite for all Q ∈ Qp

and Qd ∈ Qp.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma 1 in [27].

Remark 1 The proposed attitude potential function
contains two parts: an attractive potential ‖Qd − Q‖2

and a repulsive potential
∑m

j=1

∑n

i=1
α

(QTM
j

i
Q−cos θj

i
)2
.

The attractive potential measures the magnitude of the
attitude error, and the repulsive potential assigns a high-
er artificial potential to the region around the undesired
attitudes. The parameter α is used to shape the repul-
sive potential topology.

Remark 2 The first two properties in Lemma 1 imply
that the desired attitude Qd is the minimum of the po-
tential function Va(Q). Property 3 further shows that
the potential function Va(Q) is strictly convex for al-
l Q ∈ Qp. In light of these three properties, it is clear
that the potential function Va(Q) has the global mini-
mum at the desired attitude Qd. This ensures that the
attitude converges to the desired value along the nega-
tive gradient of Va(Q) and shall not be trapped to the
local minimum.

3.2 Potential Function for Angular Rate Constraints

In addition, to satisfy the angular velocity constraints,
a logarithmic potential function Vr(s): Sr → R, is pro-
posed as

Vr(s) =
1

2

3
∑

i=1

log

(

s2i,max

s2i,max − s2i

)

(15)

where the sliding vector permissible zone Sr is specified
as

Sr =
{

s ∈ R3 | |si| ≤ si,max

}

(16)

and si,max is a pre-defined maximal constant value sat-
isfying si,max = ωi,max − k > 0 for si, i = 1, 2, 3. Mean-
while, it is assumed that s(0) ∈ Sr. The above loga-
rithmic potential function is a summation of three loga-
rithmic terms corresponding to three elements of sliding
vector s and guarantees that the angular velocity always
stays in constrained zone defined in (13).

Lemma 2 The potential function in (15) has the follow-
ing properties:

(1) Vr(0) = 0
(2) Vr(s) > 0, for all s ∈ Sr\{0}
(3) ∇2Vr(s) > 0 is positive definite for all s ∈ Sr

(4) If si,max = ωi,max − k > 0 for all s ∈ Sr, then
|ωi| < ωi,max.
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Proof. See the appendix A. △△△

Remark 3 Similar to Lemma 1, the first three prop-
erties in Lemma 2 indicate that the potential function
Vr(s) for angular rate is smooth and strictly convex, and
has the global minimum at s = 0. The last property in
Lemma 2 shows that the angular velocity constraints
can be satisfied by restricting the magnitude of the slid-
ing vector.

3.3 Adaptive Controller Design

The adaptive attitude reorientation controller is de-
signed as

τ =−Υ (k1s− k2Vec[∇V ∗
a ⊗Q])

− f(ω,Qe,Q, s)− ˆ̄d
Υ−1s

‖Υ−1s‖
(17)

with

˙̄̂
d = ρ

[

‖Υ−1s‖ − µ( ˆ̄d− d̂max)
]

(18)

˙̂
dmax = δ( ˆ̄d− d̂max) (19)

where the operator Vec[ · ] denotes the vector part of [ · ],
Υ = ΨJ−1 with Ψ = diag

{

(s21,max − s21), (s
2
2,max − s22)

, (s23,max − s23)
}

, and the variables k1, k2, ρ, µ, and δ
are positive constants. The stability of the closed-loop
systemwith the above adaptive controller is summarized
in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The attitude controller (17) with adaptive
laws (18) and (19), applied to rigid-body attitude kine-
matics and dynamics expressed by (2) and (4), guar-
antees that all closed-loop signals are bounded and that
lim
t→∞

qe(t) = 0 and lim
t→∞

ω(t) = 0 despite the existence of

attitude-constraint zones, angular rate limits, and exter-
nal disturbances.

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov candidate:

Vℓ =2kk1[q
T
e qe + (1− q0)

2] + 2k2Va(Q) + Vr(s)

+
1

2ρ
( ˆ̄d− dmax)

2 +
µ

2δ
(d̂max − dmax)

2. (20)

The time derivative of Vℓ is

V̇ℓ =2kk1q
T
e ω + 2k2∇V T

a (
1

2
Q⊗ ν(ω)) + sTΥ−1J ṡ

+
1

ρ
( ˆ̄d− dmax)

˙̄̂
d+

µ

δ
(d̂max − dmax)

˙̂
dmax

=2kk1ω
Tqe − k2ω

TVec[(∇V ∗
a ⊗Q)]

+ sTΥ−1
[

f(ω,Qe,Q, s) + τ + d

− kk2q
T
e Vec[(∇V ∗

a ⊗Q)]
Γs

‖s‖2

]

+
1

ρ
( ˆ̄d− dmax)

˙̄̂
d+

µ

δ
(d̂max − dmax)

˙̂
dmax (21)

where ∇V T
a (Q⊗ ν(ω)) = −ωTVec[(∇V ∗

a ⊗Q)] is used.
Then, substituting the controller (17) and adaptive laws
(18) and (19) in above equation, it yields

V̇ℓ =2kk1ω
Tqe − k1s

T s− ˆ̄d‖Υ−1s‖ + sTΥ−1d

+ ( ˆ̄d− dmax)
[

‖Υ−1s‖ − µ( ˆ̄d− d̂max)
]

+ µ(d̂max − dmax)(
ˆ̄d− d̂max)

≤− k1k
2qT

e qe − k1ω
Tω

+ µ( ˆ̄d− d̂max)(−
ˆ̄d+ dmax + d̂max − dmax)

≤− k1k
2‖qe‖

2 − k1‖ω‖2 − µ( ˆ̄d− d̂max)
2 ≤ 0. (22)

Therefore, V̇ℓ is negative semi-definite, which implies

that qe, ω, Va(Q), Vr(s),
ˆ̄d− dmax, d̂max − dmax ∈ L∞.

Since dmax is a constant, it is clear that ˆ̄d, d̂max∈ L∞.
Upon integrating V̇ℓ from 0 to ∞, one obtains

Vℓ(0)− Vℓ(∞) ≥ k1k
2

∫ ∞

0

‖qe(t)‖
2dt

+ k1

∫ ∞

0

‖ω(t)‖2dt+ µ

∫ ∞

0

( ˆ̄d− d̂max)
2dt. (23)

It is noted that Vℓ(0) is bounded becauseQ(0) and ω(0)
satisfy the attitude and angular velocity constraints.
Moreover, Vℓ(∞) is also bounded as Q and ω shall be
attracted to Qd and origin eventually based on proper-
ties of the two designed potential function. Therefore,
the term on the left-hand side of (23) is bounded. As a
result, it is clear that qe ∈ L∞ ∩ L2, ω ∈ L∞ ∩ L2, and
ˆ̄d − d̂max ∈ L∞ ∩ L2. In addition, one can easily verify

that q̇e ∈ L∞, ω̇ ∈ L∞ and
˙̄̂
d −

˙̂
dmax ∈ L∞ from (3),

(4), (18), and (19). Consequently, by invoking Barbalat’s
Lemma [14], it yields that

lim
t→∞

qe(t) = 0, lim
t→∞

ω(t) = 0, lim
t→∞

( ˆ̄d(t)− d̂max(t)) = 0.

This completes the proof. △△△
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Remark 4 The proposed control law in (17) is discon-

tinuous due to the last term Υ
−1s

‖Υ−1s‖ , which may lead to

undesirable control chattering in the sliding mode. This
problem can be alleviated by replacing the discontinu-

ous function Υ
−1s

‖Υ−1s‖ by a continuous function Υ
−1s

‖Υ−1s‖+ξ
,

where ξ is a small positive scalar [31].

4 Simulation Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness and performance of the
proposed controller, numerical simulation is carried out
to a rigid spacecraft in this section. It is assumed that
the spacecraft carries a light-sensitive instrument vector
with a fixed boresight in the spacecraft body axis aligned
with Z direction. The inertia matrix of spacecraft is J =
diag([350, 180, 290]) kg ·m2. The external disturbances
are assumed to be

d = 0.001×









3 cos(0.1t) + 4 sin(0.03t)− 1

−1.5 sin(0.02t)− 3 cos(0.05t) + 1.5

2 sin(0.1t)− 1.5 cos(0.04t) + 1









Nm

which are much larger than the real values in orbit.

Table 1
Simulation parameters

Constrained Zone
(CZ)

Constrained Object Angle

CZ 1 [0.183 -0.983 -0.036] 30 deg

CZ 2 [0 0.707 0.707] 25 deg

CZ 3 [-0.853 0.436 -0.286] 25 deg

CZ 4 [0.122 -0.140 -0.983] 20 deg

Table 2
Control parameters chosen for numerical simulation

Control schemes Control gains

Proposed controller
in (17)

α = 1/30, k = 0.05, k1 =
0.364J , k2 = 0.08J , ρ = 0.01,

µ = 0.01, δ = 0.5, ˆ̄d(0) = 0.001,

d̂max(0) = 0.01

Controller (58) of [18] k1 = 5, α = 0.364J

Controller of [30] k = 0.08J , c = 0.364J

In the simulation, the spacecraft is retargeting its sen-
sitive instrument while avoiding four celestial objects in
the spacecraft reorientation configuration space. Four
attitude-constraint zones are chosen without overlap-
ping with each other. The details of the four attitude-
constraint zones are given in Table 1, in which the nor-
malized vectors pointing toward the corresponding ce-
lestial objects are expressed with respect to the inertial

frame. The spacecraft is assumed to have the initial at-
titude Q(0) = [0.33 0.66 − 0.62 − 0.2726]T and initial
angular velocity ω(0) = [0 0 0]T deg/s. The desired at-
titude that the rigid spacecraft rotates to, is selected as
Qd = [0.2 −0.5 −0.5 −0.6782]T , which locates outside
of four attitude-constraint zones. Specifically, the target
attitude is in a position at 30.99 deg from the center of
the nearest attitude-constrained zone (i.e., CZ 2), which
corresponds that the minimal angle between desired ori-
entation and the boundary of the nearest forbidden cone
is 5.99 deg. Both initial and desired attitude are chosen
out of four attitude-constraint zones. The angular rate
limit for each axis is assumed to be 6 deg/s. Moreover, to
have a practical simulation, the limitation on the control
torque is also considered to be 30 Nm. For comparison,
two other attitude controllers in [18] and [30] are also
simulated. The attitude controller proposed in equation
(58) of reference [18] only takes attitude constraints into
account, while the cascade-saturation controller in ref-
erence [30] only considers angular rate limits. The con-
trol gains for the proposed attitude controller and two
others are given in Table 2.

Fig. 2a shows the trajectory of sensitive instrument
pointing direction in 3D during the rest-to-rest attitude
maneuver, in which four attitude-constrained zones in
Table 1 are plotted inside a celestial sphere. As shown
Fig. 2a, the reorientation trajectory generated by the
proposed controller in (17) avoids all four constrained
zones and converges the desired attitude eventually.
From Fig. 2b, the angular velocity converges to a s-
mall neighbourhood of origin, and the angular velocity
constraint is ensured during the attitude maneuver.
The commanded control torque under the proposed
controller (17) is shown in Fig. 2c.

Simulation results for the attitude controllers in refer-
ences [18] and [30] are given in Fig. 3. As shown in
Figs. 3a and 3b, the attitude controller in reference [18]
avoids all four attitude-constraint zone but the angular
rate reaches to 8.37 deg/s, which exceeds the allowed
maximal angular velocity. The cascade-saturation con-
troller in reference [30] guarantees that angular veloc-
ity is always within the rate limit as depicted in Fig.
3c, but the attitude trajectory goes into the attitude-
constraint zone (see Fig. 3a), which may cause damage
to onboard sensitive instruments and should be avoided
in attitude controller design. The quantitative analysis
of these three controllers is listed in Table 3. Due to the
fact that the proposed controller not only avoids all the
four attitude-constraint zones but also limits the angular
rate, its settling time is longer than that of the other two
existing controllers that cannot handle attitude and an-
gular velocity constraints simultaneously. Since the pro-
posed controller is also robust to external disturbances,
the steady-state errors under the proposed controller are
better than the other two methods. From energy con-
sumption perspective, the proposed controller and con-
troller (58) of reference [18] expend much more energy
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(b) Angular velocity ω
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Fig. 2. Trajectory of sensitive instrument pointing direction in three-dimension (3D) under the proposed control law in (17)
is shown in (a), in which directions of initial and desired orientation are marked by “circle” and “square”, respectively. Time
responses of spacecraft angular velocity ω and control torque τ under the proposed controller are shown in (b) and (c).
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(b) Angular velocity ω under controller
(58) of [18]
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(c) Angular velocity ω under controller of
[30]

Fig. 3. Trajectories of sensitive instrument pointing direction in 3D under the controller (58) of reference [18] and cascade-satu-
ration controller of reference [30] are shown in (a). Time responses of angular velocity ω under the two comparative controllers
of reference [18] and reference [30] are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.

Table 3
Comparison of control performance

Controller
Control performance

ST1 of qe ST of ω SE2 of qe SE of ω OCF3

Proposed controller in (17) 88.9 89.6 ± 1.9×10−4 ± 3.2×10−3 670.73

Controller (58) of [18] 64.4 64.8 ± 3.1×10−3 ± 1.5×10−2 687.49

Controller of [30] 33.6 31.7 ± 4.8×10−4 ± 2.0×10−3 563.40

1 ST stands for settling time in second with |qe,i| ≤ 0.001 and |ωi| ≤ 0.1.
2 SE stands for steady error in deg/s.
3 OCF denotes overall control effort defined as OCF = 1

2

∫ T

0
‖τ‖2dt, where T is the simulation time.

than cascade-PD controller of reference [30]. This is be-
cause extra control efforts are spent for additional atti-
tude trajectory avoiding the attitude forbidden zones.

5 Conclusions

This paper addresses the problem of constrained atti-
tude controller design for a rigid body in the presence
of attitude-constraint zones, angular rate limits, and ex-
ternal disturbances. By building attitude constraints in

unit-quaternion space, a quadratic potential function
that is sufficient to bring the attitude to the desired val-
ue while avoiding multiple attitude-constraint zones is
proposed. In addition, to ensure that the specified max-
imum angular rate is not exceeded, a logarithmic po-
tential function is also developed. Based on these two
potential functions, an adaptive attitude control law is
synthesized to achieve asymptotic stability of the over-
all closed-loop system. Numerical simulation examples
are provided to show the efficiency and performance im-
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provements of proposed method comparing to two exist-
ing attitude controllers that do not account for attitude
and angular velocity constraints simultaneously. In fu-
ture work, the control input saturation caused by actu-
ator physical limitation should be studied to reduce the
energy consumption.

Appendix

A Proof of Lemma 2

From the definition of the logarithmic potential function
Vr(s), it is clear that Vr(0) = 0. Moreover, for all s ∈
Sr\{0}, the inequalities

s2i,max

s2i,max − s2i
> 1 (A.1)

hold, which subsequently leads to

log

(

s2i,max

s2i,max − s2i

)

> 0. (A.2)

Hence, Vr(s) > 0, for all s ∈ Sr\{0}.

The third part of Lemma 2 can be obtained by taking
the second order partial derivative of Vr(s) with respect
to s. Since the potential function Vr(s) is a linear com-
bination of three logarithmic functions, it is sufficient to
analyze one of the terms in more details, for example,

Vri(si) =
1

2
log

(

s2i,max

s2i,max − s2i

)

. (A.3)

The gradient of Vri(si) is calculated as

∇Vri(si) =
si

s2i,max − s2i
. (A.4)

Consequently, the Hessian ∇2Vri(si) is given as

∇2Vri(si) =
s2i,max + s2i

(s2i,max − s2i )
2
, (A.5)

which implies that ∇2Vr(si) > 0. Therefore, it is clear
that ∇2Vr(si) > 0 if s ∈ Sr.

Regarding to the last property in Lemma 2, on the one
hand, since s ∈ Sr ensures |si| ≤ si,max, it is found
that ωi,max − k ≥ |si|. On the other hand, in view of
sliding vector in (5) and the unit-quaternion property
that |qei| ≤ 1, it is clear that |si| ≥ |ωi| − k. Therefore,
combining these two aspects, it can be obtained that
|ωi| ≤ ωi,max. △△△
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